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HBMáЖS ON SOME NONLINEAH BOШШàSX Y4ÎШ PЯOBШШS 
Svatopluж ГОÖÍK, Praha 
Abstract: We prove the existence of weak solutions 
for boundaiy"value problems for ordinary differential 
equations of second order. This improves the earlier re-
sults since there are supposed no restrictions on the null-
space of the linear part of the differential operator and 
some new types of nonlinearities are considered. 
Key words: Nonlinear ordinary differential equations, 
boundary value problems. 
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*• Introduction. Let n be a positive integer» We con-
sider the existence of a solution of nonlinear two point 
boundary value problem 
(1) { 
-u"(x) - n2u(x) + g(u(x)) • f(x), x€ (0,<r) 
u(0) « u(зr) ш o
f 
where g( f ) is a bounded continuous real valued function 
defined on the real line B. The typical examples of the con­
sidered nonlinearities g(f ) are the following functions: 
(2) g(f ) - f (1 + f
 2 r 1 , 
(3) в(f > 
вiв dog f ) 1 / 2 . f a ì 
0 , 0 á f -c 1 
L -f(-p , f-O. 
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For the functions of the type (2) it is .known that the 
problem (1) has at least one weak solution u€W~f(Of^r) pro-
vided 
(4) n » 1 
and 
f € \(09$r), J f(x) sin nx dx * 0 
(see 131? for partial differential analogue see tl]9t51)* 
In the previously mentioned papers the assumption (4) is es-
sential; here we prove the same result (see Theorem 2) also 
for n « 2,3,..• • 
For the function g( | ) given fey (3) we shall prove that 
the necessary and sufficient condition for the weak solvabi-
lity of the problem (1) is 
f £ 1^(0,^)-, I J f(x) sin nx dx 1^ 2 
(see Theorem 3)« 
Note that both previous examples are not included in the 
abstract results of the Landesman-Laaer type (see the follow-
ing proposition the p roof of which follows from [ 71; see al-
so' 121,141,161). 
Proposition. Let g( f ) be a continuous function on H 
with finite limit g(+ 00 ) » _lim g( £ ). Suppose that there 
exists f « fi such that g(f ) -= -g(- f ) for 1 f I g § . 
Let fcL1(0,^r). 
Then the boundary value problem (1) has at least one 
weak solution a e r * (O.tf) provided 
© 
TC 
\ f f(x) sin nx dx |-<- 2 g(+ 00 ). 
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2» Notation* t e . s m i n o l o g y . In the sequel, L^ will de-
note the space of all measurable real-^valued functions u 
such that luI is integrable over (.09vr)9 with the usual 
norm 
\\u\\1 « J0 |»(T) I dr . 
The symbol 0 denotes the space of all continuous functions 
u on tOftfrl with the norm 
II u H n * sun 1 m( tr ) I * 
Denote !>y r* - w^f ( 0 , . ? r ) the Sobolev space of all real-
valued absolutely continuous functions u on the interval 
tOf^rl , u(0) - u(<rr) = 0 8 whose derivatives u' (which 
exists almost everywhere) are square-integrable* It is ea-
sy to see that WT» is a Hilbert space with the inner pro-
duct 
r** 
J0 
and with the norm 
l i u l l 1 ? 2 * < u , u >
1 / 2 . 
Moreover, for arbi t rary ueWT* i t i s 
(5) I U 1 ! C ^ . T
1 / 2 IU1 1 ( 2. 
Definition* Let g( % ) be continuous on R and let 
1 2 
f 6L],. The function ueW** is said to be a weak s olution 
of the boundary value problem (1) if every ve W^>2 the in-
tegral identity 
f*V(xTv'(x)dx - n2 f u(x)v(x)dx 4- f g(u(x) )T(x)dx » 
**0 <*o J0 
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I f(x)v(x)dx holds. 
Jo 
3* A, priori estimates. The following lemmas containing 
the a priori estimates, will be basic for the existence 
theorems. 
Lemma 1. Let i(r(^ ) be a bounded continuous functioim 
on R and fel^. Then for arbitrary weak solution uewr* of 
the problem 
(6) 
-u"(x) - n2u(x) + i|r(u(x)); • f ( x ) , x € ( 0 , 3 r ) 
u(0) * u(^r) s 0 
and for each x e [0 f wl i t i s 
|u(x) - Zlf\ f u(y) s in ny dy) s in nx I £ 
£ st (n + l ) 2 (2n + I ) " 1 ( s u p I i f ( £ ) I • It f t , ) • 
§ C R 
* c^djf f f ,n) * c^. 
•Proof. Define the operators *&u and S on the space 
WT' with the values in WJJ* l&y the integral identities 
<SC.ftu,v> * f u'(x)v'(x)dx - n J u(x)v(x)dx, 
<Su,v> * JV(u(x))v(x)dx 
(u .T6 l i» 2 ) . Denote o 
'0 
\ 9 i v c w j * 2 ; J v'(x) cos nx dx * O ? , 
Xfi » <t ac s in nx; <x e R \ • 
( i ) The equation 
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C7J itjt * % 
is solvable for zeWT* i f f ze.3L.. If zeX then there ex-o ** n 
i s t s uniquely determined u e l which i s a solution of the 
equation (7). Denote by K^ the mapping from X̂  into .5JL such 
that 
K̂ z = u i f f «-£nu * % 
(the so-called right inverse of the operator o£LK The 
mapping JŜ  is bounded linear operator which norm IICR 
satisfies the inequality: 
(8) I ̂  U * (a • l)2C2m + l)" 1. 
(ii) It is easy to see that 
(9) .Tfy--8*-!.* * *-x/%n l * ( s } l • 
1 2 
( i i i ) Denote by P^ the orthogonal projection of W~»c onto 
T^ i . e . (Pnu)(x) -* 2 sir ~ C J^uCy) sin ny dy) s in nx, 
and Q̂  the orthogonal projection of W~* onto X ,̂ i . e . 
Q̂ u « u - Pau. 
Obviously 
(10) II Q^ II » 1. 
(iv) If ueWr* i s a solution of the equation o 
£ n u + Su = z, * e * £ '
2 , 
then QgU = -.^(^(Su - z) and thus 
(11) II (L̂ u l l1 ( 2 6 (n + l )
2 (2n +1)~1< ar172 aupR 1 r ( | ) | + 
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* * * B 1 , 2 ) (se« (8),(9),(10)). 
Cw) Foa? f€ 1^ define z 6 W^»2 % 
<2,T> » J f (x)v(x)dX, T£ W^*2. 
Then 
Salll,2 ^ ^ ^ i l ^ R i -
Substituting the last inequality into (11) and using the im-
bedding inequality (5) we obtain the assertion. 
Lem-Ba 2. let ajr ( f ) be a bounded continuous function 
om H, a > f 0 ^ 0 , f^I^- Suppose 
inf *r( £ ) ;>0, 
T(f) » . Y t - f ), If is f0 , 
and denote 
r » r (a, Y ) * 2 inf Y ( f )• 
Let 
| f f (x) sin вz âz I < Г 
Then arbitrary weak solution u6 W
1
-
2
 of the problem 
(6) satisfies 
1 2 *r -
1
 P u(x) sin nx dx I ̂  D
2
(a,Y ,f ,n) * c
2
, 
where 
c
2 ** <
a
 +
 c
i*
 c
3t 
c 3 * cr+ * wp^ i t r < i > i )
1 / 2 c r - i J ^ f ^ s i * nx dx r 1 / 2 . 
1 2 
Proof.. Suppose that there exists a weak solution uc W
Q
> 
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of (6) such that 
>5T 
t * 2 $r J m(x) sim nx đx;»(a + Cj,) c-*. 
Note that c^ £= 1. Choose oc -> 0 sufficiently small and 
such that 
t ^ ( a + c-^XcJ1 - oo) o 
Put 
e * m arcsim (c^ - °c )• 
Them 
r I f f (x) sim вx đx | <s Г cos в s - ăť up I t|r (Ş );| SІІÎГП€Ś 
Á Г cos n e - 2 n e supв I щrí € ) | siж n e
 s 
> i n f « r ( б ) 2 J Isiв my dy -f * « , T * tó ^ 
- 2ms sup 1 чţr( Ç ) I sim m є é J чjr(u(x)) sin nx dx s 
« f (x) s in nx dx9 
which is a contradiction. Analogously it is possible to pro­
ve that 
t£- (a + c-ĵ) Oy 
4# Existence results 
Theorem 1. Let g(€ ) be a continuous bounded and odd 
function om R, 0<a«cb, b - m*-20-^- fe L,. Then the boun-
dary value problem (1) has at least one weak solution pro-
vided 
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2"1 TiT BUD I g( f ) I + 0> - Cj)2Ca + c^2! fQ f (x)sija ax da: I ] . 
• [ (b - c 1 )
2 {a + c-J2 - 1J "-, 
Proof. Choose «<<1»1<.» such that the function 
8 ( f ) , I f I 4 * 1 
ү(§) - -{ g ^ ) , | з- o 1 
satisfies the following conditions: 
JST 
(12) 1 I f(x) sim mx dx l-c2imf 7f (£ )£2gib1)t 
© 1 >c 1 (y f f f m) + c 2 ( a f y f f f m ) . 
Since ijr (+ 00 ) - gCb-̂ ) end y C ^ ) i s odd, then accord-
ing to the inequality (12) and with respect to Proposi-
tion (see Section 1) there ex i s t s at least one weak so lu-
tion maW *̂ of the problem (6) . from Section 3 i t f o l -
lows that 
I m ( x ) l 6 h l f x cCQ, * r 3 . 
Thus the function u is also a weak solution of the prob-
lem (1). 
The assertions of the following two theorems we ob-
tain immediately by verifying the assumptions of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let g(£ ) be a continuous bounded and 
odd function om R, a>0. Suppose 
lim €^dm g(t? ) * • 00 . 
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Then the boundary value problem (1) has at least one 
weak solution for arbitrary **€--<x with 
j f (x) sin nx dx • 0. 
Definition, The bounded continuous and odd function 
g( £ ) is said to be expansive if for each p, 
0£p-« supR g(| ), 
there exist sequences O^a^b^j 
lim bvflC * + c» , 
such that 
lim min g(£ );»p. 
Theorem 3. Let g(| ) be an expansive function. Then 
f 6 . U , If f(x) sin nx dx \«c 2 sup_ g(£ ) 
x •*€> ^ € R 5 
is a necessary and sufficient condition -5b r the boundary 
value problem (1) to Is weakly solvable* 
.Remarks* Our investigation was restricted to the odd 
functions g( | )• By the same method (only the form of the 
constant c2 is more complicated) it is possible to prove 
essentially the same assertions without this additional 
assumption. The method of present paper can be extended 
also for periodic problems as well as for boundary value 
problems for partial differential equations. 
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